1. What is the Italian word for “token,” as shown on their numerous phone tokens? ______________

2. “Vampire Notes” were issued in the 1920s by which country? ______________

3. Which modern Balkan country uses the Perpara as a coinage denomination? ______________

4. True or False: An eagle perched upon a cactus is commonly found on the reverse of many Mexican coins. ______________

5. The “Pug Nose” variety Quarter Anna was issued by which Indian Princely State? ______________

6. The triskeles is a design element shown on coins from which British dependency? ______________


8. Canadian dollar coins dated 1958 are often referred to by what nickname, due to the raven found at the top of the totem pole on the reverse? ______________

9. Which island nation has issued coins depicting King Cakobau? ______________

10. Three medieval towers, the Guiata, the Cesta, and the Montale are often seen on coins from which European microstate, considered by some to be the oldest, constitutional republic in the world? ______________

11. Saudi Arabian coins often show crossed swords and what type of tree? ______________


13. F.A.O. coins have been issued by several countries, but what do these initials represent? ______________

14. What is the purpose of F.A.O. coinage? ______________

15. During WWII, many countries utilized which coinage metal as an emergency response to conserving other metals for the war effort? ______________

16. The highly coveted 1935 “Waitangi” Crown was issued by which country? ______________

17. Tennis star Steffi Graf appears on a few $100 coins from which country? ______________

18. The proper term for an English quarter penny is ______________

19. What was a Celator? ______________

20. Who was Mathew Bolton’s partner at the Soho Mint (he invented the modern steam engine)? ______________

21. What is the difference between a working die and a hub? ______________
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ANSWERS
1. Gettone
2. Germany
3. Montenegro
4. False (the side with the eagle is the obverse!)
5. Gwalior
6. Isle of Man
7. El Salvador
8. Death Dollars
9. Fiji
10. San Marino
11. Palm
12. Bi-metallic, with a sterling silver center
14. To raise money for global food production
15. Zinc
16. New Zealand
17. Niue
18. Farthing
19. A die-cutter in ancient times
20. James Watt
21. A hub is a positive impression of a coin design and is used to produce working dies. A working die is used to produce coins and has a negative/reversed impression of the design.